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Great questions.

As far as the cameras go the key noticeable upgrades will be that they

will all be matching in color and image quality. They will have a

sharper more professional look than the current cameras (especially that

really old one on the tripod). Additionally, we will have 3 cameras

that are remote controlled instead of 2, so more angles and coverage.

It should also be noted that these cameras pan/tilt much quieter than
the current cameras, so not as noticeable.

The Newtek Tricaster Computer will allow for simple addition of

character generations (CG's). The operator will easily be able to add
titles to the council members as they speak from time to time, maybe a

title line of the current agenda item, and have a nice sharp graphic

that indicates the date of the program (i.e. "Muscatine City Council

Meeting, May 18th, 2010")

We will also be able to create and roll-in a title sequence and credits

at the end that is sharper and easier to manage. The software does

offer live internet streaming, though this will require a fairly robust

internet connection, which could be looked into later on if needed.

There is a cheaper version of the Tricaster that sacrifices a few

options including only allowing 3 inputs instead of 6, which would make

displaying the PowerPoints a little tricky. If a graphics upgrade is not

needed, then there Is a 4 input video mixer by DataVideo that would

work great (a graphics computer could be added to this option at a later

date). These latter options would save about $3500 to $4000.

Sound: I have ECS, Inc. of Davenport, Iowa handle the in-house sound PA,

as it is beyond my expertise. The TV broadcast audio is simply taken

from the output of the PA mixer that they set up many years ago. If
there are concerns regarding audio within the room itself, I would
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